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pressure in forcing back tlie enemy, as it was the only
force that was immediately on Ms heels and that could
exert the necessary compulsion on his line of retreat.
On the other hand, if it halted for two days so as to
get in echelon behind the Second Army, the enemy's
Higher Command would regain the complete freedom
of action of which it had been deprived. Should the
First Army hold back, the great success for which the
Supreme Command was confidently striving by " forcing
the enemy in a south-easterly direction" could no
longer be hoped for. It was therefore fully in keeping
with the spirit of the often-mentioned wireless order
for the First Axmy to continue the pursuit as before
across the Marne. The protection of the flank of the
armies on the Paris side appeared to be provided for
if the IV. Reserve Corps with a cavalry division and
the brigade expected from Brussels, together with the
II. Corps, halted echeloned towards the fortress capital,
and if a thorough cavalry and air reconnaissance was
insisted on. The IV. Reserve Corps was to take up a
preparatory position east of Senlis, the II. Corps and
the Cavalry Corps near Nanteuil-le-Haudouin. Army
Headquarters were moved to La Ferte MiloiT beJuncl
the centre of the Army, which was now formed into two
large groups each of three corps.
The last message of the Supreme Command, which,
taken as a whole, required consideration of further
points, led at the time to the following appreciation,
which was condensed in the c: Memorandum " written
in the spring of 1915, as follows:
" The First Army Commander had up till then—at
La Eerte Milon—imagined that the German plan of
campaign had so far been carried out as arranged, that
ail lite armies were advancing from victory to victory,
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